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Don't judge this reserve by its cover Silly me, We fell in to the trap of judging a book by its cover.
I purchased this publication with an open mind, really excited to bake Gluten-Totally free breads.
No such good luck, and I should have known better. As the cover clearly shows a yeast risen
artisan loaf, every recipe was an instant breads - no yeasted doughs. I shouldn't have been
surprised - quick bread is just about all you could make with paleo substances like almond food
and coconut flour. (All recipes also use eggs). Note that that is a thin reserve. Unlike some
reviewers I was not looking to duplicate "regular breads ". only about a third is specialized in
recipes. I was disappointed. I didn't observe anything I haven't discovered searching paleo sites
for recipes. The secret is changing grains flours with flour from almonds and coconut. The
sacrifice of removing all grains seemed completely beyond your realm of possibility for me until
I noticed the set of debilitating health complications that have been linked to high grain diets.. I
usually make a banana muffin recipe with 2 bnananas, 6 eggs, 4 tbsp of body fat and half a cup
of milk with just 1/2 or 3/4 cup of coconut flour. Each time I appeared through the oven cup I
cracked up. Tasted good, nice herb flavor, but everything fell apart and I now have a big pan of
loaf of bread crumbs. fish, but actually pissed and disappointed. Going to use it for breading on
poultry & The Paleo Diet plan is best known for weight reduction but was actually developed to
combat digestive disorders like Chrohns, heartburn, Colitis, and Irritable Bowl Syndrome. Crazy, I
think the author is just using coconut flour as an exact replacement for regular wheat flour.
Doesn't work that way... I've worked with coconut flour before and a little goes a long way
because it sucks up dampness like no tomorrow.. Paleo diet brings bread back! This amazing
book brings the health benefits of the Paleo, or Cave Man, diet to the "average person." I have
been blocked in my own attempts to lose excess weight, boost my vitality and stop a host of
potential ailments caused by a grain filled diet by one particular fact; sometimes I must say i feel
like having a sandwich. This book initially seemed so small that I thought it had been very little
there for the price, although the price was low too. The first time i had the publication, I produced
biscuits and acquired sausage biscuits each morning for weekly!A section is particularly
powerful, it combats the idea that fat makes you fat, reveals that human beings are the just
mammals to beverage milk after infancy and encourages everyone to remove alcohol (or at least
stick to low sugar, wheat free spirits). We made the Herb Bread and as an idiot didn't think the
recipe through first and just blindly followed the recipe. I'm going to keep the book just to get
tips, but going to have to redo the dishes either by using much less flour or add more moisture.!
There are also unconfirmed links between gluten and disorders like Stress and anxiety, Autism,
Dementia, Migranes, mouth sores, Schizophrenia and many forms of Seizures. With this list of
benefits it seems insane to not consider switching to the Cave Man diet, especially when the
bread is so delicious. Five Stars exactly what i wanted Good recipes, easy to make The recipes
have become good, there a whole lot of different recipes and breads styles. I can not
recommend this book any more highly, it is transformational, simple and profound. Has anyone
actually made these quality recipes? My absolute favorite may be the banana bread, it is moist,
tender, relatively fluffy and perfect each morning with eggs and a plate of fruit. While I have to
admit I still have cravings for "real breads," following a week . 5 of eating Paleo Loaf of bread I
am really obtaining a your hands on my cravings and beginning to see significant outcomes in
my overall health. All of them are delicious. Three thumbs up. Small in size but big in value! John
Chatham has offered me with a significant breakthrough in his publication "Paleo Bread: Gluten-
Free Bread Recipes for a Paleo Diet," along with his succinct overview medical benefits and his
amazing recipes for fresh baked bread. As I began searching through the dishes, I saw that
these were actually very basic to make and did not require a large amount of additives, like



xanthan gum. I am gluten-sensitive and was quite impressed with the explanations of the paleo
diet and how it can benefit people who have intestinal problems. I QUICKLY began reading, and
reading, and reading. I've only attempted one recipe since I just got the reserve, but I can
honestly say that it is the best gluten-free bread I have ever tasted and I am excited to try the
other quality recipes. Just real healthy substances! I have some huge cookbooks with just a few
recipes I ever use from them. Though this one is small, it really is big in the feeling that it's jam
filled with nutritional recipes that are easy and appealing. Don't buy!We tried the "rustic breads"
using almond and coconut flours. I thought, just maybe, there was a method to make a "actual"
bread the paleo way, and the answer will be in the book. The recipes demand typically 1 1/2-2
cups of flour that was extremely suspicious for a complete sized bread. Good recipes Good
recipes overall without having to tweak them an excessive amount of... and no leavening brokers
at all. The cover photo shows a "normal" - risen breads. Five Stars good Five Stars Perfect gift. A
loaf of bread recipe will be drier, but the with 1 1/2 cup of coconut flour and simply 6 eggs and 3
tbsp of extra fat for moisture, the recipe arrived like saw dust. The two tiny lumpsof "bread"
never grew, became hard like rocks, so when we attempted to taste them, they were gritty and
trapped to the trunk of the throat. Very very disappointing! Love This Book After switching to the
paleo diet, I must say i missed eating sandwhiches. Probably if our paleolithic ancestor hunters
were able to bake this breads it could have been thrown at Wooly Mammoths or other big
game... AS ANOTHER PERSON SAID< DON"T BUY THIS BOOK ! I am a very accomplished cook
and baker. These dishes are horrible !! In addition to these direct effects, wheat free Paleo diets
have been shown to prevent complications such as for example cardiac pulmonary disease, type
2 Diabetes, Lupus, Fibromyalgia, Multiple Sclerosis, arthritis and several types of cancer.! The
first section is specialized in explaining the paleo diet plan; I was just looking for something
edible. This is the worst cookbook I've ever owned. It is moving in the trash therefore no-one
else waste all the time, effort and things that I did. Five Stars A much needed book!. I did find
that a number of them certainly are a little too wet and either have to cook much longer or use
much less liquid. The spice bread and cherry chocolate loaf had been my favorites in the book
and I make them almost regular monthly. The honey wheat loaf of bread recipe is a great savory
loaf if you are craving loaf of bread, but its not really big enuf to make a sandwich. The small
quantity of dough was to become divided in two, which made two little lumps of bread (how big
is tennis balls). I have made the banana loaf of bread, the spiced nut breads, the sunflower
breads, the apple cinnamon breads, the pizza dough and the dinner rolls. The dishes I made
came out great. I wasted cash on a publication I can't use. I purchased this book to understand
how to make loaf of bread, using almond flour or coconut flour (I came across combining six
parts almond flour to 1 part coconut flour is most effective for me, as the coconut flour is quite
strong). The Q& Loved it.
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